The pressure on today’s medical groups to increase revenue and expedite the provider enrollment process is intense. If your office is manually keeping track of dozens of providers, cobbling together paper applications, and managing recredentialing with a mix of disjointed tools, you need strategies and solutions that decrease cost, increase revenue, and prevent you from becoming overwhelmed.

Automated, Web-Based Credentialing and Enrollment Software for Growing Medical Groups

Streamlining your credentialing and enrollment processes will deliver increased efficiency while allowing you to provide the best care possible.

CredentialMyDoc Highlights

Platform

- Store, protect and share information and documents for providers, locations and Tax IDs
- Interface with providers through a secure provider portal to exchange information and forms with DocuSign technology
- Automate primary source verification with over 800 sites, including DEA, OIG, and SAM

Who Is It For?

Non-privilege granting, growing medical groups who currently manage credentialing and enrollment with a combination of paper and digital tools.

Why You’ll Love It!

- Significantly reduces time associated with credentialing and provider enrollment
- Web-based - no software to install and no IT hassles
- Affordable low up-front costs with monthly and annual subscription models
Content

- Rapidly complete applications utilizing a library of 6,000+ preformatted payer and facility applications
- Utilize dozens of pre-built reports and workflows and build custom reports
- Use pre-defined tasks to create repeatable templates for workflow, email responses and other standardized content to reduce manual entry

Data

- Easily sync CMD provider profile data with CAQH
- Simply configure permissions
- Record and report on all changes to data

Best of all it's easy to implement and use.

Amazingly simple to use, CredentialMyDoc walks you step-by-step through the credentialing, and enrollment process. With CredentialMyDoc you can run your practice more efficiently and increase revenue and productivity.